
Mind Movies that claims to be a virtual wish board of uplifting music, images, and other aspects that 

shows people exactly what they need to do to empower the laws of attraction and bring their wants, 

desires, and needs into reality has caught the attention of http://MindMoviesReviews.com ’s Stan 

Stevenson, prompting an investigative review. 

“Mind Movies provides you not with 1, 5, or even 10 top quality self-help movies direct to your 

computer, but a massive 16 movies by some of the best names in life empowerment. The life changing 

process aided by this program requires you to spend just 5 minutes at the beginning and end of each 

day to start your journey,” reports Stevenson. “Rather than telling you what to do to change your life, 

Mind Movies, a “keyboard method” of making positive changes offers you real and valid alternatives 

into how your own attitude, thoughts, and actions honestly do change your own physical world. It 

certainly is different from other so-called “self-help” programs in the market, that’s for sure.  

http://mindmoviesreviews.com/mind-movies-review  The Mind Movies program includes 16 life-

empowering movies from some of the best names in the business. Bob Doyle’s Follow Your Passion; Find 

Your Power with 4.5 hours of webinar and audio content for the fastest way to make those dreams 

become reality, Joe Vitale’s Mental Money Movies: A New Way To Nevillize Your Goals that teaches 

people hundreds of different way to create the necessary visualizations that will help them attract 

money, Chris Westra’s Beyond Visualization ‘I Create Reality E-Book’, self-made millionaire Mark Ling’s 

unique mini E-Book 20 Traits Of The Mindset Millionaire, Rebbie Straubing’s YOFA audio E-course ‘3 

Weeks To Freedom’, and lost more. 

“By changing small things in our lives, it truly is possible to ensure that massive changes happen, if only 

we know how to start. Mind Movies re-affirms the way you’re thinking and acting, and this has a direct 

effect on your own personal Law of Attraction,” says Stevenson. “The program draws your deepest 

wants and desires towards your life. By literally re-programming what’s been conditioned into most of 

us since birth, Mind Movies changes negative aspects in every area of your life (financial, personal, 

relationships, happiness, education, etc.) into positive.” 

“Mind Movies changes your attitude in a subliminal way, so that you can influence what actually 

happens in the physical world. Targeted specifically at anyone who isn’t exactly where they want to be 

right now, the program is all about helping them fast-forward to the personal, physical, and emotional 

fulfilment that we all crave and deserve. Mind Movies also provides you with a massive 16 other life-

empowering movies from some of the best names in the business. This program touches every area, 

including emotional, financial, spiritual, and physical. It is not restricted to simply one area of your life.” 

 

Those wishing to purchase Mind Movies, or for more information, click here 

http://mindmoviesreviews.com/go/MindMovies/  

To access a comprehensive Mind Movies review, visit http://mindmoviesreviews.com/mind-movies-

review  


